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Question # 1:

(32GB RAM). This is not available the in the global market.
Please check and ensure the correct specifications.

Answer # 1:

Change to 2 GB

Question # 2:
Answer # 2:
Question # 3:

Please advise us if your interested in Apple or Samsung tablets as the specs
can be supplied from both vendors?
We cannot specify a brand. Please provide for any product that meets the
specifications.
Specifications you demanded have (32GB RAM) Which is not available in
Tabs world wide. I believe you demand 2 or 3 GB RAM, YES?

Answer # 3:

Change to 2 GB RAM

Question # 4:

- Rear camera – 500 million pixels, the unit for camera resolution is Mega
Pixel, 1Mega = 1 Million, and there is no tablet that offers 500 MP front
cameras!.
- Front camera – 200 million pixels, the unit for camera resolution is Mega
Pixel, 1Mega = 1 Million, and there is no tablet that offers 200 MP front
cameras!.

Answer # 4:

Please specify a camera that is available

Question # 5:

- A-10 fusion chip, only iPad (2018, 6th generation) and iPad (2019, 7th
generation) are the tablets with A-10 fusion chip, 6th generation is 9.7" and
7th generation is 10.2", and you're asking for 10.1".

Answer # 5:

Must have a fusion chip, no size specific

Question # 6:

-CPU – 2.0 GPS, this should be GHZ, as it's the unit for processors speed.

Answer # 6:

2 GHZ

Question # 7:

- 32 GB RAM, there are tablets with this amount of RAM, however the
rest of it's technical specification are away higher than the one listed by
you, usually 32 GB is storage capacity.

Answer # 7:

We answered this above.

Question # 8:

Based on the specifications you are requested, We think you are referred to
IPad 8 (as shown in the picture)
We want to emphasize more about whether or it is, because we want after
that give you the prices.

Answer # 8:

Please provide any brand that meets the specifications.

